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One step closer into the design of fall protective device for individuals fitted with a bone-anchored prosthesis
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ARTICLE TO COMMENT

PERSPECTIVE
The consequences of falls are often dreadful for individuals with lower limb amputation using bone-anchored prosthesis.\(^{[1-5]}\) Typically, the impact on the fixation is responsible for bending the intercutaneous piece that could lead to a complete breakage over time.\(^{[3,5-8]}\) The surgical replacement of this piece is possible but complex and expensive. Clearly, there is a need for solid data enabling an evidence-based design of protective devices limiting impact forces and torsion applied during a fall.

The impact on the fixation during an actual fall is obviously difficult to record during a scientific experiment.\(^{[6,8-13]}\) Consequently, Schwartz and colleagues opted for one of the next best options science has to offer: simulation with an able-bodied participant. They recorded body movements and knee impacts on the floor while mimicking several plausible falling scenarios. Then, they calculated the forces and moments that would be applied at four levels along the femur corresponding to amputation heights.\(^{[6,8-11,14-25]}\)

The overall forces applied during the falls were similar regardless of the amputation height indicating that the impact forces were simply translated along the femur. As expected, they showed that overall moments generally increased with amputation height due to changes in lever arm. This work demonstrates that devices preventing only against force overload do not require considering amputation height while those protecting against bending moments should. Another significant contribution is to provide, for the time, the magnitude of the impact load during different falls. This loading range is crucial to the overall design and, more precisely, the triggering threshold of protective devices.

Unfortunately, the analysis of only a single able-bodied participant replicating falls limits greatly the generalisation of the findings. Nonetheless, this case study is an important milestone contributing to a better understanding of load impact during a fall. This new knowledge will improve the treatment, the safe ambulation and, ultimately, the quality of life of individuals fitted with bone-anchored prosthesis.
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